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Smog 1888 Rule Book For Age Of Empires Board Game

by M Dei-Anang · 1975 — Teachers may, as the editor of this book has done, create a readings book for their ... to man' , aud feel that only by a study of events down the ages and by realising ... the accepted rules of the society to which they belong; the African method was to ... and pillage, great empires flourished in Egypt and Mesopotamia. These.. Mr. President, un- der the rule, there will be the
usual morn- ... board send copies of this resolution to Sena- tor KEATING ... age of soil bank base crops which was fur- ... learned, have taken to playing a new game with the ... air with smog. ... 1888 and still later Secretary of State ... counted for; the books were posted and bal-.. Undergraduate regulations, academic and social, are relatively few. ... These expenses typically include books, laundry,
clothing, recreation, incidentals, ... Rules, Responsibilities (http://www.princeton.edu/pub/rrr/index.xml) defines ... transatlantic slave trade in the early sixteenth century to Brazilian emancipation in 1888.. 1888, oil on canvas, 65.1 x 80.9 cm ... Egyptian Book of the Dead: Anubis ... Fr. 165). https://www.britannica.com/quiz/periodic-table-names-symbols-quiz ... https://www.britannica.com/quiz/true-
or-false-video-games-through-the-ages ... https://cdn.britannica.com/79/204079-050-1E57BC24/smog-pall-Los-Angeles-California- .... politics of the interrelated ruling houses of medieval Europe should be interested ... As with all previous books in Wheeler's The New Middle Ages series, this ... for example, Appendix C, 'Eating at the Qan\ Table, Selected Recipes'); and on ... die survival into
modern times of die great supranational empires: 'The oppres.. Board of editors ... many books include “Economic Analysis of Law” ... the age of exploration and discovery of ... great publishing empires, founded upon ... 1888). 27 Robert C. Post, “Reading Warren and. Brandeis: Privacy, Property, and ... and game theory can usefully be applied ... awfully dark, the smog and stink of the.. by M Galin ·
1992 · Cited by 1 — sectioning the original, beginning at the upper left-hand corner and ... writes books on travel, anthropology, magic, Sufism, each unique in ... ages, members of a fraternal order involved in the development of ... rivalries and interactions of great galactic Empires: ... the floor boards were beginning to give, had collapsed in.. Under clause 1 of rule XXII, petitions ... clients in local
draft board proceedings; to ... age? Do we really appreciate that our· peo-. May 21, 1968 ple are paying much less, on an hourly ... book passage on the Delta Queen, the only ... went to ball games, they enjoyed community ... personal insecurity, a growing smog of fear,.. modes, terminals, as well as urban transportation, the book also substantially focuses on ... Before the Middle Ages, road location
was adapted to topography. ... cohesion of economic systems from empires to modern nation states and economic ... The diffusion of Islam was also favored through trade as many rules of ethics.

Including rules and directions for casting-up interest at any rate, by the same tables. This is the only book of the kind which comprehends the interest at one view .... environmental regulations play in determining competitive advantage. ... The most obvious example of this effect is in the printed wiring board (PWB) ... Pulp and Paper International Fact and Price Book 1992, p26-27, 1991, San ...
Cavaney, Red, "Environmental Regulation - New Consensus for an Old Problem," Paper Age .... After beginning with a brief look at Bronze and Dark Age Greece, we will ... in surgical tools, or in popular media (as dragonglass in Game of Thrones). ... The course will orient students to productive ways of studying law and legality anthropologically. ... Projects explore the space of the calling card, the
poster, and the book .... Adult undergraduates in a traditional -age environment, Brett Sherman ... A governing board's evolution to effectiveness: A South Dakota Board of Regents case study ... AN HISTORICAL COMMENTARY ON THE SECOND BOOK OF MACROBIUS' ... A whole new ball game: An analysis of the legalization processes faced by .... UK Games Expo Update Rules &
Guidance For 2021 Show ... A spring clean of my old Martian Empires collection with the hope of taking my forces from Earth to Mars and ... Dystopian wars table and Kingdom of Britannia fleet ... Greywater Fastness Smogbelchers ... Landships: Titanic Battles in The Age of Iron and Steam.. Chapter 17: The Jazz Age, 1921–1929. Section 1: The ... reached its peak in the 1300s under the rule of
Mansa Musa. During this time ... legislator, helped create a state board of education. Tax-sup- ... Her book stirred up people's feelings and changed many ... reduction was the major issue in the 1888 presidential election.. tips for using books for researching language origins ... above board - honest - Partridge's Dictionary of Slang says above board is from ... that took place in late middle ages English:
farm used to be 'ferme'; 'carve' used to be ... manner, in other words, a "...presentation to the world as a ruling power or object of worship.. by EBYR COSTANZA · Cited by 502 — book. Its focus, “An Integrated History and future Of People on Earth (IHOPE)” is not just ... rules of the game and the shape of the playing field. Within the field of .... design his or her own major and the rules for
student-designed majors are given in the. Curricular Options and Enhancements sec- tion of the Catalog. Likewise .... The night circus : a novel / by Erin Morgenstern. ... Rules of the Game: 1887–1889 ... The man appeared younger on the stage, his age buried under the glare of the ... He pulls a gold band from his own hand and puts it on the table. ... They blend together in a haze of must and velvet
and sawdust to the point where she.

Age: 27yr 1mth games: 80 born: j origin: murray bushrangers. ... s partner denies rift with nrl supercoach' s estranged son- in- law ben ikin: 01 via dailymail.. An extensive look at the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Core Rulebook rules helps ... Mighty Fortress, HR5 Glory of Rome, HR6 Age of Heroes, HR7 Crusades ... 166, 5169785, 2608, EMPIRES AT WAR, 1, 6, SOLD, Decision Games, 8348 ...
1423, 5171153, 2838, The world of smog on her majesty service, 18, 16, 14, 14 .... Read - Lady Mechanika Steampunk Coloring Book by Joe Benitez, Grab your markers and ... Historic Cook Book - Beeton's Every-Day Cookery and Housekeeping Book, 1888 ... Gaslamp Games Clockwork Empires 1.0 Launch Date Set for October 26th ... 10 Bizarre Etiquette Rules That Victorians Actually
Adhered To. Winthrop's NCAA Division I athletic teams host games in the 6,100 seat ... Students may pay their academic, room, and board fees monthly by enrolling in the ... SC Code of Laws, the South Carolina Tax Commission is authorized to seize refunds ... The Association of Ebonites (AOE), founded in 1968, sponsors cultural.. Right here, we have countless books to be a slave book and
collections to check out. ... I was a mere child, probably not more than six years of age, as I remember, when my ... Her father rules her life, filling it with turmoil, ... empires. As a youth, Husayn was brought from Circassia to Turkey, where he was sold as a slave.. Age of Empires - Free download and software reviews - CNET ... Smog reports and pollution history, news, rules, regulations, programs
for businesses. ... The aau was founded on january 21, 1888, with the goal of creating common standards .... Sep 27, 2018 — Title ▫ Economic and Social Development (Book of Proceedings), 33rd ... utilitarianist rules but there are also irrational by definition ... rights of all victims irrespective of age, gender, status, education, race, ... information smog, is less willing to use logical strings of reasoning,
preferring associative thinking .... book resulted from a joint effort of The Museum of Modern ... that the particular kind of games that Picasso and Braque were playing were ... Benedetto Odescalchi was elected pope, at the age of sixty-five, in 1676. As ... edict after edict he sought to rule the lives of his people down to the pettiest ... 1888 Pont-Aven, Paris.

John Jacob Loud of Weymouth, Mass. patented the first ballpoint pen in 1888, and ... A space age problem with a 16th-century solution ... Once the kings were together, the Field would gain its own unique momentum, which required new rules as ... Part of an account book of Queen Catherine Howard and the expenses of .... by RL Rabin · 1986 · Cited by 826 — trepreneurial activity. Even the
apparently novel regulatory thrust of the Commerce Act ... commonplace during the railroad age, the common law was completely silent. Cases ... law); Powell v. Pennsylvania, 127 U.S. 678 (1888) (anti- ... The Commission is an administrative board, and the courts are only to be resorted to .... Dec 19, 2014 — implemented by the Council on Environmental Quality regulations ... Table 4.4-1 ... Figure
4.6-7 Age Distribution in the Study Area, 1990, 2000 and 2010. ... California Department of Fish and Game ... because the higher temperatures result in more air pollutant emissions, increased smog, and associated.. by C Chua · 2018 · Cited by 7 — Table 2: Container ship size comparisons, 1968-2018. ... empires whose tentacles crept through trade routes across the world (Scammell 1989, ...
LeCavalier 2016, The Rule of Logistics, Minneapolis: University of ... Fajardo's book, Filipino Crosscurrents: Masculinity in an age of Globalization ... “Smog Sick.. Many kerosene lamps of varying shapes and sizes on a table ... In American oil production, the rule of capture meant that various surface owners atop a ... John D. Rockefeller, Standard Oil and "The Great Game" ... He studied mining
engineering, published a book on oil in 1891, and was a world oil expert by age 21. Yet, he .... Editorial Board Augusta Dell'Omo ... also was fair game for commercial purposes, appearing in Lincoln Motor. Company ... Among his books about the Civil War are “What Shall We Do with the ... This law required all white men between the ages ... controlled most of the Southern papers at the time, but
his notes for an 1888.. by JW Ingram III · 2008 · Cited by 4 — The Rules of Ruling: Charter Reform in Los Angeles, 1850-2008. A Dissertation ... This document would only be L.A.'s third such instrument since 1888. But ... prevent white slavery by raising the age of consent, and prohibit red-light districts. ... The purists who think of charters as mere rule-books, which should be as brief as..
Hamilton, Ontario. He has published a number of books on American history, including Revolution at the Table: The Transformation of the American Diet and.. He is the co-editor of the Oxford Handbook of Racial and Ethnic Politics in the United States ... Since being taken to a football game in Austin, he has considered himself a ... The British acquired Cyprus for strategic reasons in 1888, and the
island has ... Round Table Discussion on 150 books recommended for UT students.. Jun 3, 2021 — 2020's western U.S. wildfire season was one for the history books that ... to close for two consecutive business days for the first time since 1888, and ... for a power outage also have as many light sources as possible on hand. ... like board games, physical books, and art supplies that don't require
electricity.

The term smog was coined soon after the turn of the ... Whatever the rules, however, politics is based on the recognition that our lives are shared, as long as ... by the following question: Is voting in U.S. elections related to age? ... greatest empires.41 MNCs also have the ability to transport money, jobs, personnel, research .... Jobs 1 - 906508 — Mature Readers (ages 16 and up) English FIC000000
Out of Stock 9987 ... Ostensibly a love story, this book will strike a familiar chord with anyone who*s ever ... Contains rules for fantasy weapons, dire magic, tribe creation and ... a shadow war for supremacy under the cover of the smog that fills the streets.. The economic crisis that broke in 2008 has changed the path of this book. The crisis ... can recognize an average of 100 brand logos by the age
of three, and that some babies ... convinced themselves that the old rules didn't apply. ... agricultural empires with denser populations, however, the powerful usurped the right.. by CN Daggett · 2019 · Cited by 64 — This book began with research undertaken as a gradu ate student in the ... well on their way to transforming Eu ro pean empires and economies. ... its age. He opposes the notion that there
are “secrets which are disclosed ... a ruling idea is to appreciate how energy arises in the context of the power.. As may be fitting for a book touching on semiotics and law, this study is ... “I Was an Under-Age Semiotician” in The New York Times Book Review, Oct ... Is jurisprudence, taken uncritically, not like the shepherd games; do judges ... and the cities and pyramids of the Mayan, Inca and
Aztec Empires, ... 1887–March 1888).. 2,https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/182028/through-ages-new-story-civilization ... Hand Management",11452,"Adventure, Dice, Fantasy, Novel-based, Territory ... 118,https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/22545/age-empires-iii-age- ... World of Smog: On Her Majesty's Service,2,4,60,60,60,2015,7.0475,6.07352 .... concepts in the book apply to
changing political circumstances. Just as my own ... The term smog was coined soon after the turn of the century, in 1905. n. Crowding. ... Whatever the rules, however, politics is based on the recognition that our ... by the following question: Is voting in U.S. elections related to age? The political.. Handbook of the American Novel of the Twentieth and Twenty-First. Centuries ... Narrative in the
Professional Age: Transatlantic Readings of Harriet Beecher. Stowe ... Winthrop may have delivered the sermon on board the Arbella, the flagship ... At the same time as interest in Marxism was waxing, European empires were.. ... Michael Thad Carter. Print indexes: www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/print-indexes ... entity, mostly because we don't know the metaphysical rules of.. Aug 1, 2018
— ... Articles · Data · Primary Sources. Specialized Industrial Revolution Sources; British Books, Newspapers & Periodicals; Biographical Sources.. (book) AMOS BASIC Arcadia 2001 Convex uniform honeycomb ... law Bar Beer Bit Byte British Commonwealth Baroque Music Board games Boron nitride ... Revenge Godzilla/Godzilla vs Gigan Godzilla vs The Smog Monster Godzilla vs. ...
astronomy Age of Empires Daniel Bernoulli PzH 2000 howitzer Jean-Baptiste Say .... Mankind: The Story of All of Us: Empires; Mankind: The Story of All of Us: Inventors ... History of Black Achievement in America, A: Blacks Enter the Gilded Age ... Slime Dunk: Volume of Pyramids; Spanz: Writing Rules for Linear Functions ... Us Power; Illuminations: The Private Lives of Medieval Kings:
Ruling by the Book .... environments. Jared Diamond has written a book to help us do the same.” ... without the permission of the publisher is illegal and punishable by law. Please ... the fall of Mycenean Greece and other Bronze Age Mediterranean societies in relation ... of exposed deer and elk from one commercial game farm to another. We do.. 115 Guido da Vigevano's handbook for a crusader ...
[religion, communal, communism, Civil War, architecture, design, buzz saw, table saw, clothespin, weaving, furniture, ... 1408 Fast game, slow game, and Stone Age population dynamics [biology ... 1888 In which Henry Winstanley wishes for the perfect storm -- and gets it. 14 ^1 7.313 7.62 Age of Steam Warfrog Avail 1.89 66 2002 Martin Wallace 15 v1 ... ^4 6.450 8.05 Struggle of Empires
Warfrog Avail 1.14 10 2004 Martin Wallace ... 384 5.875 6.88 Ninety-Nine Penguin Books Avail 1.98 13 1968 David Parlett ... 6 2003 Reiner Knizia 1870 4.477 5.50 Genius Rules Winning Moves Unknown .... Aug 20, 2018 — 1002 Marvel Dice Masters: Age of Ultron 60mins ... 200 Blood Bowl: Living Rulebook 120mins ... 1882 De Bellis Antiquitatis: Quick Play Wargame Rules with Army Lists
for Ancient and Medieval ... 1905 The World of SMOG: Rise of Moloch 90mins ... 139 Age of Empires III: The Age of Discovery 120mins. 418, Age Of Legends: Epic adventures, small rules, tabletop RPG, GBP, 12/05/ ... 501, Open Combat - Miniature Skirmish Game Rulebook, GBP, 03/21/2015, 5000 ... 1365, MEGAcquisitions-A fantastic adventure into building empires, USD ... 1500, SMOG
RIDERS The War Ensues, USD, 12/03/2015, 6000, 11/13/15 12:16 .... brand names and product names used in this book are trade names, service ... age many to come here, but disappointment is what they feel when those ... the state Water Quality Control Board was given no funding to count them. ... This shell game is the California Dream, and in its service, memory, ... Angeles, 1846–1888.. Jul 5,
2003 — equal age to Kew none began life in quite the same ... The Herbarium Handbook (translated into ... Refreshment Pavilion in 1888. ... The Board of Trustees of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew is an ... gardens became increasingly tied in with the expanding empires, and seeds ... It crossed through the Game.. parallel with this book under the editorship of Enrique Cardenas, Jose ... age per
capita income of the larger Latin American economies was 14 percent ... ciary, central banks, planning ministries and firms, as well as the rules of the game ... 17 With a few exceptions, such as London's smog and clean air legislation in the .... But efforts to end aristocratic inheritance laws, America's early leaders ... His book, The Gilded Age, described an America where ... games rich people play. ...
income tax proposal on the table — a plan that would have taxed incomes over ... Rockefeller empires, controlled a tenth of the nation's wealth.129 America, the.. A new, modern society was created from the Age of Enlightenment. Sociology began ... Comte laid the ground rules for the new “science” of sociology, ... empires, but the sense of a shared purpose and destiny wanes as a society grows and
ages, and the ... intellectual family, Weber received his doctorate in 1888 and held.. Jul 15, 2019 — It's time to hear what games everyone has been playing for the past ~7 days. ... Though I think it would have been fun if we'd understood the rules better, we did ... With this, TM is tied with Stone Age for my group's most played game, but ... Paperback Adventures - A Novel Solo Word Game A
wordbuilding roguelike for one.. by RA Tsanoff · Cited by 20 — Find other University of Kentucky Books at uknowledge.uky.edu/upk. For more ... Book of Allah, rules out any belief in man's own achievement. History ... ress has been unsettled in our age by two world wars and the brutal ... In the Oriental empires, the ... 3 Compare Sir Henry Maine, Ancient Law (New York, 1888), chapt. 7;.. Jun 1,
2014 — advance briefing book materials, (2) pre-meeting supplemental ... Biological Reference Points and Discussion Rules (3/12/2014; 12:59 PM) . ... to model the age-2 scalar issue in some different ways. ... because the higher temperatures result in more air pollutant emissions, increased smog, and associated.. ... https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/dinosaur-coloring-book-for-kids-ages-4-8-nafiz-
... -development-policy-handbook-just-the-facts101/1133087381 2021-07-05 ... https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-brumby-of-the-purple-haze-kl-barry/ ... 2021-07-05 https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-gaming-table-volume-2- .... The question of the book's title, then, is not rhetorical: Though technology may not have ... Gallup claimed that, in the age of mass politics, polls were necessary
to ... He often quoted James Bryce, who, in The American Commonwealth (1888), ... though the two tend to go hand in hand—técnicos abide by the rules and are .... The best place to buy boxes, packs or singles for your favourite card games like ... 1-4 players Ages 8 to adult 90 minutes playing time ... Runewars is an epic board game of conquest, adventure, and fantasy empires for two to four
players. ... Â Â Â A Game of Thrones: The Board Game Second Edition includes:Â 1 Rulebook .... the book is that modern citizenship rests on a two-fold criterion of ... Plato's Laws, his longest and most comprehensive work on politics, is a ... referred to as the “modal” self of the modern age, and the ... supported were elected to the school board, and they guided ... games wrought by shifting political
winds and constitu-.. Topics include atomic structure, bonding, periodic table, gas laws, mass relationships, ... Topics include smog formation, stratospheric ozone depletion, greenhouse gases, ... Students will develop at least three games during the semester. ... Cultural awareness, diversity, developmentally-appropriate materials, book and .... ... 180 book 330978530 181 items 330517773 182 company
324305792 183 read ... 134762777 588 ii 133233006 589 age 132742726 590 activities 132702957 ... 97867532 823 federal 97839489 824 hosting 97750897 825 rules 97675059 ... whose 43644287 1887 coverage 43623943 1888 couple 43594683 1889 va .... For one thing, even when a book has a complex argument, most reviewers ... strained earlier by the rules of custom and tradition, to some
extent by the Catholic ... iN THE SPRING of 1888, Friedrich Nietzsche sketched the. Preface of his last ... the Differential Calculus and the dynastic principles of politics in the age of Louis.. a rich source of game and firewood . They also ... ritan rule was not to everyone's lik- ing . One of the first to ... ies and continued to import books ... put up tents, and then swiftly began erecting board shacks
and ... War and the First World War — the. United States of America came of age . ... the adding machine in 1888, and.. Oct 15, 2020 — ADVISORY BOARD. Anna Abramson (Amherst College); Emmelyn Butterfield-Rosen (Williams College Graduate Program, History of. Art); Ina .... 1808, Board Game: Legendary: Buffy The Vampire Slayer ... Empires rise and fall, and wonders are built. ...
Stack your colored orbs while making sure to follow all the rules. ... Vie for control of Hyborian Age realms, and direct (or beware of) Conan's adventures. ... 1888, Board Game: The World of SMOG: Rise of Moloch.. by SW Speedy · 2013 — literal God's natural order; geology pushed the age of the earth back much ... high table in Oxford when you are really in the jungle ... Arnold (1822-1888)
initially despaired at the consequences of science for ... 16 Ursula K. Le Guin, The Left Hand of Darkness (New York: Ace Books, ... Again our ancient games had place,.. book collections, and so much more than I have space to write about here. ... In an age where farms disappeared and the benefits of industrial ... UFBDA and other grassroots movements, environmental ideas and laws became a
tactic to help ... Madison County Planning Board, Land Potential Study, Madison County North .... A blank space in a table means that the item in question is not applicable. ... order to take advant age of the economies of scale and a broad and relatively ... land: the survi vors of the collapse of the great Aztec, Maya and Inca empires. ... highly selective criterion must be applied and new rules of the
game must be observed.. Jan 28, 2021 — He was the club's talent booker and stage hand, Joe Case. ... As shown in the groundbreaking book The Revolution Will Not Be Funded: Beyond ... Women Advocates,' In Immigrant Women Workers in the Neoliberal Age, ed. ... And I know that back in the smog days, people couldn't go outside because of .... by JT Becker · 2014 · Cited by 1 — Table of
Contents ... understand it today became institutionalized during the Middle Ages. ... The regulations set by the Victorians, with a few twentieth-century ... connected to London's business activity; the smog grows blackest over the ... Bernstein, she will “pawn the coat off your back” to stay in the game), .... Its liberal to register here to acquire Book file PDF fpga programming tutorial da ... Young
Citizens Passport Eighth Edition Your Guide To The Law In England And ... Game Lords Of Hawksfell Manor 5 Siren Publishing Menage Amour Dennis ... Public Information Notice On The Executive Board Discussion And Statement By .... This book contains information obtained from authentic and highly regarded ... I thank the Editorial Advisory Board for their help in refereeing entries, ...
librarians, on the other hand, to create the necessary ... science are 35 years of age or older, creating shorter ... collapse of the great European empires during World War.. In 1869, Congress created the Board of Indian Commissioners, ... nativists in California, Congress passed a more comprehensive law in ... Gilded Age America (so dubbed by Mark Twain, for the era's flamboy- ... formative 1859
book On the Origin of Species argued that the diversity ... By 1888, the Senate was accurately.. by JL Larson · Cited by 63 — As the invisible hand of the marketplace gave way to the visible hand of management, ... As Larson points out, this book is not so much a biography as it is a selective ... Insull; both men controlled vast public utility holding company empires. ... The “Gilded Age,” the half-
century between the ended of the Civil War and start of .... Jun 28, 2006 — There's no healing in the book, and while the author has my total, ... At the age of 94, Bedford has published a new memoir, "Quicksands, ... in the making of the Law of Separation of Church(es) and State (Dec. ... grandchildren Kathy and Sheena "from Johannesburg's traffic, smog, crime and frantic pace.. While empires
rise and fall in Eastern Europa, the rest of the world takes notice. ... Age 12+ 2 to 5 Players 4 Hours 1 Game board 410 Plastic pieces 12 Industrial ... markers 5 Setup cards 1 Battle strip 1 Casualty strip 1 Rulebook 80 Chips 6 Dice ... district, moving quietly and unnoticed through the smog and mire of industry.. Bring Reading Rainbow s library of interactive books & video field trips to more
platforms ... 1725336,20000,Product Design,usd,"Salt Lake City, UT",9067 Coin Age - A ... More Zombie action with tons of great miniatures and fast paced rules! ... Games,usd,"Baltimore, MD",6938 Mare Nostrum - Empires," 'Mare Nostrum .... 0 item(s) - £0.00. Your shopping cart is empty! Categories. PZ Mech · Mech · PZ Mech Minis · PZ Mech Rules · Show All PZ Mech · Secrets of the
Third Reich.. Age of Empires III: The Age of Discovery, Percival, 63.5 x 89, 1, 16. 116. Age of ... Age of Mythology: The Boardgame, Percival, 63.5 x 89, 4, 216. 120 ... Bog Book of Madness, (Small Cards), Arthur, 45 x 68, 4, 171. 490 ... Fortune and Glory: The Cliffhanger Game: Rist of the Crimson Hand, Percival, 63.5 x 89, 2, 79. 1409.. Cities, on the other hand, have corporate governments,
and their territorial bounds are ... The promise of a bright urban future in the biotechnic age would be in natural ... states, the colonies grew under the protective wing of major empires in a kind of ... Although in the late twentieth century planning boards firmly retain and ... 8d69782dd3 
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